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how do you easily add equation numbers to microsoft word - although the op asked about microsoft word 2010 there is
another option in microsoft word 2016 that seems to work better based on this msdn blog post it is now possible to insert
right aligned equation numbers natively within the equation block, new web parts for your modern communications in
sharepoint - the sharepoint team is excited to announce we re adding three new web parts to the toolbox when creating
team news articles and modern pages 40937, word 2007 taming multilevel list numbering cybertext - i think i ve finally
figured out how to get proper multilevel numbering happening in word 2007 a client called me in desperation they had an
employment contract with multilevel numbering but somewhere along the way the numbering got screwed instead of 12
followed by 12 1 12 2 12 3 etc they had 12 followed by 14 1, list of tcp and udp port numbers wikipedia - this is a list of
tcp and udp port numbers used by protocols of the internet protocol suite for operation of network applications the
transmission control protocol tcp and the user datagram protocol udp needed only one port for full duplex bidirectional traffic
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